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(Studien zu den Bogazköy-Texten 51; Wi-
esbaden: Harrassowitz, 2010), and “Eski 
Anadolu Toponomisi’nde deǧişik yorum-
lara açık bir yapım öǧesi hakkında: Hititçe 
— aš+ḫapa ‘… nehir(i)’ ya da Hattice š(a)ḫap 
‘tanrı’ ?,” in Acts of the 7th International Con-
gress of Hittitology, Çorum, August 25–31, 2008, 
edited by Aygül Süel, volume 2, pp. 783–91 
(Ankara: Anıt Matbaa, 2010)

Furthermore, Soysal’s long-term coop-
eration with Dr. Rukiye Akdoğan and Tom 
Urban brought its fruitful result as the cu-
neiform publication entitled Ankara Arke-
oloji Müzesinde Bulunan Boğazköy Tabletleri II/
Boğazköy Tablets in the Archaeological Museum 
of Ankara II was published by the Oriental Institute in June 2011.

In addition, in winter 2010/2011 Soysal started a new project involved with the unpub-
lished Hittite texts bearing the siglum “Bo,” which were transferred from the Staatliches 
Museum in Berlin to the Museum of Ancient Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara in 1987. After 
the decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Turkey in 2010, a new team of 
Turkish Hittitologists was formed to continue working on the unpublished Bo fragments, 
wherein Soysal too received an invitation to become a part of that project. The fragments 
in question are in the number range from Bo 8 to Bo 9736 and they are divided up among 
twenty-one Hittitologists. Each team member receives about 170 pieces and is primarily ob-
ligated to make hand copies of them. Soysal’s share includes the range between the numbers 
Bo 9536 and Bo 9736. In June 2010 he visited the Ankara Museum to check these fragments, 
which can be utilized as primary source for the works of the Hittite Dictionary Project. To 
enlarge the material, Soysal also received permission from some of his Turkish colleagues 
to work on their share of Bo-texts. In winter 2010/2011 and summer 2011 Soysal took digital 
pictures of about 500 Bo-fragments in the Ankara Museum and started to transliterate the 
texts, which are to be added to the lexical files of the Hittite Dictionary Project. This would 
be a great benefit for the Hittite Dictionary Project since the unpublished Bo-texts cannot 
be used otherwise unless they are cited elsewhere in the secondary literature.

————————————————————

Gil J. stein

In July–August 2010, Gil J. Stein conducted the third field season as American co-director of 
the Joint Syrian-American excavations at Tell Zeidan, studying the roots of Mesopotamian 
urbanism in the Ubaid period at this 12.5 ha regional center in the Euphrates river valley. A 
fuller description of the excavations is presented in this Annual Report. 

Gil has also continued with the work toward publication of his 1992–1997 excavations 
at Hacınebi, a fourth-millennium bc Uruk Mesopotamian colony in the Euphrates valley of 
southeast Turkey. Now that the analyses of the stratigraphy of the site are complete, Dr. 
Belinda Monahan has been finalizing the typology of local Anatolian and Mesopotamian Uruk 

Soysal working on the Bo-texts at the Museum of 
Ancient Anatolian Civilizations, Ankara, in January 2011
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ceramic types. Hacınebi has one of the largest stratigraphically excavated ceramic data sets 
currently available for this time period in the Near East. Once published, Stein hopes that 
the Hacınebi ceramic sequence can make a significant contribution to the understanding of 
Uruk Mesopotamia and the world’s earliest-known colonial network.

Gil was invited to present a series of lectures and presentations over the past year. On 
October 6, 2010, he spoke at Harvard University on the topic “Conquest, Colonialism, and 
Contact: Rethinking Models of Ancient Inter-Regional Interaction.” In December, he gave two 
lectures in Paris at the University of Paris-Nanterre and the Sorbonne (Maison de l’Orient) 
on the topic of “Complexity, Social Identity, and Inter-Regional Interaction in Ubaid Upper 
Mesopotamia.” On January 26, 2011, in the Yale University Anthropology Department, Gil 
presented the lecture “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner? Social Identity, Mixed Marriages, and 
Commensal Politics in an Ancient Mesopotamian Colony.” On April 13, Gil presented a lecture 
at the University of Chicago Interdisciplinary Archaeology Workshop titled “The Emergence 
of Political Leadership in Sixth–Fifth Millennium Mesopotamia: A Progress Report from Tell 
Zeidan, Syria.”

Gil also gave a number of public outreach lectures. On March 16, he spoke at the Science 
Café in Evanston, Illinois, on the topic “Archaeology and the Roots of Civilization.” On June 
15, Gil spoke to a group from the President’s Circle of the Chicago Botanic Garden on “The 
Archaeology of Ancient Fields and Gardens.”

Gil has a book chapter in press: “Food Preparation, Social Context, and Ethnicity in a 
Prehistoric Mesopotamian Colony” in The Menial Art of Cooking: Archaeological Studies of Cook-
ing and Food Preparation, edited by Sarah R. Graff and Enrique Rodriguez-Alegria (Boulder: 
University Press of Colorado). 

He is currently working on the publication of preliminary reports from the first three 
field seasons of excavation at Tell Zeidan, Syria, and is also completing a publication that 
examines the Persian-period burials from his site of Hacınebi, Turkey.

———————————————————— 

Matthew W. stolper 

Matthew W. Stolper submitted his presentation, “Sugirs of Anshan,” for publication in the 
proceedings of the International Congress on Susa and Elam held at Ghent, Belgium, in De-
cember 2009, a meeting that reconvened many who had taken part in a Rencontre Assyri-
ologique International on the same theme twenty years earlier. The paper discussed three 
texts excavated in the late 1970s at Anshan (Tall-i Malyan), Iran. The texts appear to name 
two or three previously unheard-of Elamite rulers, but the paper ends in uncertainty about 
their historical significance. He also submitted a contribution on “The Persian Expedition: 
The Past and Present of the Oriental Institute’s Early Work in Iran,” for publication in Iranian 
Studies in America, edited by Erica Ehrenberg and Frank Lewis, to be published for the Ameri-
can Institute of Iranian Studies by Eisenbrauns. The paper reviews the work of the Oriental 
Institute’s Persian Expedition, the last of the great pre-war Oriental Institute field projects, 
during 1931–1939. The pre-war excavations supervised by Ernst Herzfeld and Erich Schmidt 
at Persepolis, Tall–i Bakun, Istakhr, and Luristan and the aerial survey initiated by Schmidt 
live on in postwar Oriental Institute publications and online projects into the present. 

Most of Stolper’s research effort continues to be devoted to the Persepolis Fortification 
Archive Project, described elsewhere in this report. Among the results during the past year 
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